
Following our AGE in Brussels, on 27/01/2020 at Hub Brussels

Voting of the General Conditions for the European deployment of our activities by transposing
the European directives and regulations (KYC, RGPD, AML-5, ISR, TRL 5, PIC Number, TPS
1000) in all our public and private business ecosystems.

Following our participation in TechCrunch 2020 in San Francisco from September 14 to 18

Following our Board of Directors meeting on 01/03/2021 in Paris George V

Voting of the Special Conditions for the deployment of our telework activities in the context of
Covid-19 and the Territorial Continuity between Metropolitan France and the Overseas
Territories

***

A simple electronic signature is necessary to adhere to the Charter.

***

PRE-ONBOARDING OF USERS (VISITORS, GUESTS, CANDIDATES)

BRUSSELS, LUXEMBOURG, STRASBOURG, PARIS, PAPEETE, FORT DE FRANCE,
MAURICE, MARSEILLE, SEOUL, HONG KONG, LOS ANGELES

Pre-recruitment tests and work situations are offered to evaluate the potential of candidates based
on 3 employability criteria:

 Availability (particularly in the case of alternating or different working hours or flexible
hours)

 Agility (especially in terms of mastering new social networking channels and
synchronous or asynchronous communication modes)

 Productivity (especially team spirit and reporting and follow-up skills with a results-
oriented culture)

The selection process of junior and senior telecommuting candidates is facilitated and supervised
by our internal collaborators who accept to play the following roles:

 Sponsors or Mentors
 Tutors
 Managers, Business Angels, Independent Directors

Pôle Emploi (Connexion entreprise - Pôle emploi (pole-emploi.fr))

(https://gestion.pole-
emploi.fr/espaceemployeur/espaceemployeur/authentification/authentification)

https://gestion.pole-emploi.fr/espaceemployeur/espaceemployeur/authentification/authentification
https://gestion.pole-emploi.fr/espaceemployeur/espaceemployeur/authentification/authentification


MINIMUM SOFTWARE & HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR REMOTEWORK
AND TRAINING:

1. be reachable by landline phone and or smartphone.
2. have a sufficient internet connection and speed to use a smartphone, a PC or a tablet

allowing to turn on the camera and the microphone during the webinars at the employer's
request.

3. have access to a co-working or co-living space in case of impossibility or difficulty to
work at home or to participate in the convocations and meetings of tutorial, psychological
and occupational medicine follow-up.

4. participate regularly in our mandatory and multi-year professional training courses
focused on management coaching and remote communication for occasional trainers,
managers, tutors, mentors, teachers and remote speakers.

5. Internal documents be filed in our ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
(EDM):

- Contracts/documents must be signed electronically
- Contract: until your contract is signed, the employer 1wage is not obliged to consider

the user as an employee and the user is considered as a Guest. If you are interested in
telecommuting, you are required to sign a partnership with a job center such as the
Pole Emploi, such as a Period of Professional Placement (PMSMP) or an Action
Préalable à l'embauche (AFPR)

a. Période de mise en situation en milieu professionnel : de quoi s'agit-il ? (travail-
emploi.gouv.fr)

b. L'Action de Formation Préalable au Recrutement (AFPR)|Pôle emploi (pole-emploi.fr)
- GPDR: general regulation on the protection of data to be respected set up by the

European Parliament and the Council of 27 April 2016. Consisting in not taking over
the company's documents/data without asking permission in order to protect the
information of the company and its employees.

- NDA: after signing the NDA (non-disclosure agreement), any internal company
document/information must not be disclosed outside the company under penalty of
complaint against the person and/or company concerned.

- Establishments and subsidiaries of the Euronixa SNC group (see organization chart):
each employee/collaborator is assigned to an establishment and/or a subsidiary of the
company or group. Press article on the branch: https://www.tahiti-infos.com/E...

- Working hours: 35h/week for full time and fixed price for part time
- Teleworking hours: CET (Central European Time): 9:00 - 12:00 and 14:00 - 18:00.

Employees who telework at different times from the CET must justify their hours to
management each week.

- Notification of the place of work: 70% telework and 30% co-working/customer work.
- Work time distribution: flexibility and autonomy is the basis of the fixed work

schedule.
- Life coaching: respect of private/work life balance.
- Respect of rest time and imperative respect of lunch and dinner breaks

https://travail-emploi.gouv.fr/formation-professionnelle/formation-des-demandeurs-d-emploi/article/periodes-de-mise-en-situation-en-milieu-professionnel-pmsmp
https://travail-emploi.gouv.fr/formation-professionnelle/formation-des-demandeurs-d-emploi/article/periodes-de-mise-en-situation-en-milieu-professionnel-pmsmp
https://www.pole-emploi.fr/candidat/en-formation/mes-aides-financieres/laction-de-formation-prealable-a.html
https://www.tahiti-infos.com/Euronixa-mise-sur-le-salariat-en-freelance-pour-le-fenua_a194336.html


- The right to a lunch break and the micro-nap: from 12:00 to 14:00 or even 14:30
maximum, you have the right to be inaccessible in order to have a small break for
lunch and to rest during the day

- The right to disconnect: a given period during which you are no longer reachable, you
are completely disconnected, inaccessible by phone, email, instant messaging and on
our solutions to work.

- - Connectivity: employees must remain accessible by phone or Telegram during their
telecommuting period.

- Flat rate compensation: our reporting tools (2 CRM) allow to control and validate the
management of collective and individual working time.

- Additional remuneration: access to profit-sharing and participation.
- Versatility: possible evolution on several missions according to the coaches'

recommendations.
- Placement: the missions are available on the Job Board Free/Paying without

obligation of acceptance and subordination.
- Sales prospecting: employees are free to propose missions corresponding to their

skills.
- Expenses of the employee in telework (URSSAF scale): some expenses are

reimbursed during the work in telework, in particular the fixed expenses, the variable
expenses, the expenses of acquisition of the furniture, the expenses related to the
adaptation of the room, the expenses of data-processing material and peripherals, the
consumable ones and also the expenses of connection to the telephone network,
subscription expenses. The rate of reimbursed expenses depends on the nature of the
expenses.

- Professional expenses: Benefits in kind by physical card/virtual card: each employee
can order his or her own Qonto card for professional expenses to cover his or her
lunch basket, transportation costs, access to telecommuting solutions, management of
supplier budgets between €1,500 and €20,000. The scale of professional expenses for
lunch baskets is estimated at 6,50€ per number of working days.

- Use of professional emails: professional emails provided by the company, available
for employees and dedicated to work.

- Access security: use of 2FA (two-factor authentication) on the Laya platform to better
secure the company's internal data.

- Establishments in progress: Marseille, Lille, Strasbourg.
- Subsidiaries in progress: Guadeloupe, Reunion, Saint-Martin, Martinique, French

Polynesia, Wallis and Futuna and New Caledonia.

ORGANISATION

- Every week you have to report on Bitrix24.
- Participation in 2 weekly webinars on a collective meeting basis in agile groups.
- Webinar on Monday from 10:30 to 12:30 and on Friday from 10:30 to 12:30.
- Morning Briefing every morning from Monday to Friday from 8:45 to 9:30 am for 30/45

minutes.
- First calls from 9:00 am CET for the Morning Briefing and no calls between employees

after 7:00 pm CET.



- During the week, the management of agile teams and project groups are free according to
the priorities of each team.

- On weekends, tutors and coaches organize online debriefing and reporting meetings for 1
hour from 11am to 12pm CET.

- It is recommended to stop using personal emails and to use only professional emails.
- You should check your work email for incoming and outgoing mail several times a day

during the working day, especially in the morning.
- All documents circulating within the company must be in PDF format and in the Cloud

solutions selected by Euronixa criteria.
- Training is available throughout the year, mandatory for regulatory activities or optional

for junior profiles and mandatory for reskilling for senior profiles.
- Disclaimer of our Cybersecurity & RGPD guidelines to avoid personal and professional

data leakage.
- The cybersecurity team can on request work on Saturdays and/or Sundays by recovering

its working hours of the week in order to fit with the availability of Mauritius and
Martinique.

CENTRAL PURCHASING OF TELEWORK & E-LEARNING KITS

The applications and platforms that provide services in the cloud below are the weekly telework
and training tools.

Their mastery is essential to a good digital agility and service continuity for SMEs.

Software solutions used:

- BITRIX24 for online project team management
- MEET.JIT.SI
- LAYA
- TELEGRAM
- MACOMPTA
- AGICAP
- BOX
- QONTO
- KIWIHR
- TRELLO
- GITHUB
- F6S
- SCALE UP BUSINESS GAME BY ODOO
- VIRBELA
- HOLASPIRIT
- ADOBE SIGN
- MULA

Our partners in the study :

- CISCO Digital Maturity



- Work from home - Virtual learning online - Cisco
- BLOCKPULSE
- STRIPE

Tutorials and self-training meetings are regularly organized on demand for employees.

Training is provided by moderators, coaches, trainers, service providers, software and hardware
solution providers.

The support team must ensure and provide ready, configured and suitable hardware for
participation in webinars, respecting that the hardware is also suitable for the employee's work,
especially for the software solutions he/she has to use.

- Examples of hardware/software solutions being implemented and tested:
- 5G smartphone
- Tablet
- Laptop computer
- Digital certificate key
- Token security key
- Professional cell phone line
- Dedicated phone line on the Internet network
- 5G router and fiber optic/broadband connectivity
- Augmented reality headset
- Connected objects
- Printer/scanner

A hardware insurance will be set up so that the collaborators and employees can benefit from a
spare equipment in case of failure of the latter or a technical assistance to solve the problem in
question.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THE USE OF BUSINESS EXPENSE CARDS IN THE
GROUP

SIMPLIFY TEAM SPENDING, WHILE STAYING IN CONTROL

Qonto employee cards:

- The Qonto card is the bank card representing all company expenses/expenses.
- Each employee can apply for a Qonto business expense card for reimbursement of

transportation and meal expenses.
- This card will be used for all business expenses such as transportation costs, lunch costs

etc... For any request regarding the increase of the limit due to business reasons such as
planned travel or unexpected expenses please contact the finance team.

- Another professional Qonto card can be attributed to you depending on your activity
within Euronixa. The limit can vary from 1 500€ to 20 000€. This card is a digital card



(most of the time) and its purpose is to pay for services, professional equipment in large
quantities and at high amounts.

- All expenses must be justified. Business expenses such as lunch, transportation costs can
be justified by adding the scanned invoice on the Qonto application. All other business
expenses must be reported to the finance team, so the invoice/quote must also be
submitted to them.

- For all inquiries about the Qonto card, please contact the finance team
(finance.team@euronixa.eu), whether it is technical questions, questions about obtaining
a new card, conditions of use of the card, or other.

ONBOARDING

WELCOME WEEKS, PACKAGES & TELEWORK KITS

1. Read the T&Cs (currently being drafted via law@euronixa.eu).
2. A medical visit in the form of a local consultation or teleconsultation is mandatory

maximum 2 months after recruitment.
3. Each tutor is requested to undergo training if he/she does not have the necessary

knowledge to be able to properly tutor his/her apprentice (lack of experience as a tutor,
lack of experience in the apprentice's field, lack of experience as an employee of the
company, etc.)

The information and prevention visits (VIP) confirm the start and effectiveness of the hiring
process. Underage profiles in work-study programs must undergo a VIP before being assigned to
a job.

Decent work and economic growth

SDG 8 (Sustainable Development Goal):

Having a job is often not enough to break out of the poverty spiral. Many people still work for
poverty wages, in extremely poor conditions, or without a legal employment contract that
protects them. And this is not only the case in developing countries!

Sustainable Development Goal 8 (SDG 8) aims to achieve sustainable economic growth and
decent work for all. Because everyone deserves to work in safe working conditions. Just think of
the Rana Plaza tragedy in Bangladesh. More than a thousand workers lost their lives there and
more than twice as many were seriously injured.

By 2030, this should no longer exist, as should child labor. Yet it is still a reality for 152 million
children and youth, mainly in developing countries.

Use of avatars in our serious gaming VIRBELA

Within our company, each employee has his own avatar in order to have his own identity, a
unique personality and different from the other employees (especially for employees with the



same first and last names). Moreover, the avatar is used in particular on the Virbela platform, a
3D virtual application that represents premises in an interactive virtual world in order to work
better in telecommuting.

The RQTH (Recognition of the quality of disabled worker):

The RQTH allows you to benefit from support to access employment or to maintain your current
job.

The RQTH aims to

- to allow you to benefit from measures dedicated to professional integration (rehabilitation
and re-education courses, apprenticeship contracts, etc.)

- to allow you to benefit from the obligation to work, - to allow you to enter the civil
service more easily, either through a special competitive examination or through specific
contractual recruitment

- to enable you to benefit from adjustments to your working hours and workstation
- to provide you with specialized support in your search for employment, for example,

within the Cap Emploi network.

OFFBOARDING

EU 2030 TARGETS: BOOSTING EMPLOYMENT FOR YOUTH AND THE MOST
VULNERABLE

AFP article

EU 2030 targets: boosting employment for young and vulnerable - EURACTIV.fr

CYBERSECURITY

DPO@EURONIXA.EU

Implementation of data protection:

At Euronixa we have implemented data protection based on security restrictions through our
Cybersecurity team.

All digital information coming in and out of Euronixa is stored in a history in order to have an
overview of what may have happened to the digital data processing. Regardless of the service or
platform used, all information is stored in an archived history. Euronixa is committed to keep the
processed data and not to spread them outside the company.



Moreover, our Cybersecurity team puts all its talents in order to guarantee a certain security on
our identifiers, our passwords, our personal and professional information so that they do not leave
the architecture of the company and that they are not revealed to the general public. Our team
tries to respect the privacy of everyone, that's why we do everything possible to ensure that no
information leaks out of the company.

Please respect the rules set up by our Cybersecurity team or you will be subject to penalties or
even worse.

For any information concerning the company's security. Please contact our Data Protection
Officer: DPO@EURONIXA.EU

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)

The General Data Protection Regulation is to be complied with and was implemented by the
European Parliament and Council on 27 April 2016. Consisting of not grabbing company
documents/data without asking permission in order to protect company and employee
information.

Our Support and Cybersecurity team does everything possible to ensure that this rule is
followed to the best of our ability.

There are certain rules that must be followed within the company including:

- All documents must be stored on the company's storage systems (Cloud) and not on
employees' personal machines.

- Internal company documents should not be sent to anyone outside Euronixa, unless they
are an employee, partner, or in case of legal issues with the law.

- Each employee has the right to request his or her personal documents from the company
(personal information stored within the company, salary slip, personal documents held by
the company, etc.)

- Each document stored in the company is monitored, tracked, put in a history in order to
trace any treatment with documents in question.

1WAGE'S COVID-19 RESPONSE TO TELECOMMUTING AND TALENT SEARCH

In the current health context, the organization of the work must allow to reduce the commuting to
work as much as possible and to prioritize the telework in order to avoid accentuating the current
health situation. Therefore, our company and the Ministry of Labor impose some rules in order to
reduce as much as possible the progress of the epidemic in our country, including the imposition
of some rules:

mailto:DPO@EURONIXA.EU


- Telecommuting is mandatory within the company, as long as the activity allows it, and
remains mandatory if the employer requires his employee to practice this method of work
(Article L. 1222-11 of the Labor Code).

- If the activity does not allow it, the employer can allow his employee to refuse telework,
so the employee can work directly at his place of activity.

- An employee, if the employer allows it, can go to his place of activity in an exceptional
way, according to his situation if it deteriorates (mental for example), or if he has the
utility of it, but the telework must be generalized for all the activities which allow it.

- For an employee who is 100% teleworking, a return to face-to-face work is possible
within the limit of 1 day per week.

- Only the employer determines the amount of work that can be done at telework and
whether employees must alternate between telework and part-time work.

- Your employer may require you to take time off, but may not require you to telework
during your time off.

- As long as you are teleworking, you cannot be on part-time work at the same time.
- The employer has the right to require you to use certain monitoring software on work

computers in order to be able to monitor you in the tasks you perform, while respecting
the privacy of its employees.

- You can use your personal computer but it is not an obligation. If the employer requires
you to telework, he must provide you with a computer if you do not have one or do not
want to use your personal computer.

- If you have an accident while teleworking at your place of employment, you are covered
for work-related injury.

Toll-free number for teleworkers in difficulty: 0 300 130 000 (Free service & call)

H24/7 DAYS SUPPORT TEAM

SUPPORT.TEAM@EURONIXA.EU

The support and cybersecurity team is at your disposal 30 minutes/day with or without
appointment to check if the Minimum Conditions are met to ensure the employability of
teleworkers in the period of the health crisis and following the recommendations of the Ministry
of Labour on telework in France. The points to be validated are the following:

1. to be reachable by wireline phone and or on a smartphone.
2. to have a sufficient internet connection and speed to use a smartphone, a PC or a tablet

allowing to turn on the camera and the microphone during the webinars at the employer's
request.

3. to have access to a co-working or co-living space in case of impossibility or difficulty to
work at home or to participate in the convocations and meetings of tutorial, psychological
and occupational medicine follow-up.



4. to regularly participate in our mandatory and multi-year professional training courses
focused on management support and remote communication for occasional trainers,
managers, tutors, mentors, teachers and remote contributors.


